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The  function  of  complex  networks  in  the  nervous  system  relies  on  the  proper  formation  of  neuronal
contacts  and  their  remodeling.  To decipher  the  molecular  mechanisms  underlying  these  processes,  it  is
essential  to establish  unbiased  automated  tools  allowing  the  correlation  of neurite  morphology  and  the
subcellular  distribution  of molecules  by quantitative  means.
We developed  NeuronAnalyzer2D,  a plugin  for ImageJ,  which  allows  the extraction  of  neuronal  cell
morphologies  from  two  dimensional  high  resolution  images,  and  in particular  their correlation  with
protein  proﬁles  determined  by  indirect  immunostaining  of  primary  neurons.  The prominent  feature  of
our  approach  is the  ability  to  extract  subcellular  distributions  of distinct  biomolecules  along  neurites.
To  extract  the  complete  areas  of neurons,  required  for this  analysis,  we employ  active  contours  with
a  new  distance  based  energy.  For  locating  the structural  parts  of  neurons  and  various  morphological
parameters  we  adopt  a  wavelet  based  approach.  The  presented  approach  is  able  to extract  distinctiveegmentation
avelets
proﬁles  of  several  proteins  and reports  detailed  morphology  measurements  on neurites.
We  compare  the  detected  neurons  from  NeuronAnalyzer2D  with  those  obtained  by NeuriteTracer  and
Vaa3D-Neuron,  two  popular  tools  for automatic  neurite  tracing.  The  distinctive  proﬁles  extracted  for
several  proteins,  for example,  of  the  mRNA  binding  protein  ZBP1,  and  a comparative  evaluation  of  the
neuron  segmentation  results  proves  the  high  quality  of the  quantitative  data  and proves  its  practical
utility  for  biomedical  analyses.
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Open access under CC BY-NC-SA1. Introduction
Neurons are essential components of higher organisms. They
form simple up to extraordinary complex networks via their axonal
and dendritic cell extensions. During early development, neurons
extend elongated protrusions of cytoplasm, called neurites, which
ﬁnally differentiate into functional axons or dendrites. The mor-
phology of single neurites essentially facilitates the function of
neuronal networks, and defects in neurite architecture frequently
correlate with severe brain disorders and neurological defects.
Thus, the analysis of neurite morphology and underlying molecular
 license.
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egulatory mechanisms is important to understand the basis of
oth neuronal function and neurological diseases.
During development or in response to environmental con-
traints, neurons like most cells modulate their gene expression
rogram resulting in the synthesis and subsequent subcellular sort-
ng of mRNAs or the ﬁnal product, the proteins. These underlying
egulatory mechanisms modulate intrinsic cell functions, control
ell migration, and direct the morphology of cellular protrusions
ncluding neurites. To understand the function of these regulatory
rocesses, it is essential to reveal the localization of mRNAs and pro-
eins in relation to cell morphology by quantitative means. To this
nd, fully automated quantitative evaluation of molecular proﬁles
emains a major obstacle.
A  fully automated quantitative evaluation of molecular proﬁles
equires an unbiased assessment of images acquired by high-
esolution ﬂuorescence microscopy subsequent to the speciﬁc
abeling of molecules by ﬂuorescent dyes. Although these proce-
ures are well established, the quantitative and high-throughput
valuation of acquired images remains rudimentary and currently
he ability to extract and analyze the subcellular distributions of
istinct biomolecules in a high-throughput manner does not exist.
The extraction of distinctive molecular proﬁles based on ﬂu-
rescence intensities requires an exact segmentation of neurons.
he vast majority of published neurite detection approaches are
imited to tracing the centerlines of neurites and evaluating the
lobal cell morphology, without a complete segmentation of cell
reas. Moreover, various approaches require manual or semiau-
omatic segmentation of neurites and, thus, still require manual
ntervention.
The goal of our work is to spatially and quantitatively assess
istinct biomolecules along neurites. To achieve this, molecu-
ar proﬁles are extracted upon ﬂuorescence labeling of relevant
olecules, for example, proteins. Additionally, morphological and
iomolecular changes in neurons induced by stress or inﬂuence of
olecular stimuli are to be characterized in a fully automated man-
er by correlating the neuronal cell morphology with the extracted
rotein proﬁles. This requires an automatic extraction of complete
euron and neurite areas, as well as an automatic extraction of
rotein proﬁles along the identiﬁed neurites. To detect the neuron
reas, we apply energy based active contour models (Kass et al.,
988), where we propose a new distance based energy to detect
ow contrast object boundaries. To identify the neurites within the
etected neuronal cells the individual structural parts of the neu-
ons are located. In general a developing (primary) neuron can
e divided into soma (cell body) and neurites, where a complete
eurite consists of two structural parts, the neurite shaft and the
rowth cone. For the identiﬁcation of neurites a wavelet based
pproach is used (Mallat, 1998), derived from an algorithm to detect
eatures in mass spectrometry data (Tautenhahn et al., 2008). It
elies on the morphology of the cell region, in particular the width of
tructural neuron parts. The wavelet based approach separates the
euron into the three types of structures: soma, shafts and growth
ones. Subsequently, the speciﬁc labeling of biomolecules is used
o extract the intensity distributions along the identiﬁed neurites
nabling a spatial and quantitative assessment of the proteins by
he extracted proﬁles.
The  algorithm is implemented in the NeuriteAnalyzer2D plu-
in for the Java image processing software ImageJ1, and is available
n the open-source package MiToBo2. The plugin is capable of batch
nalysis of a large number of 2D images enabling the quantitative
igh-throughput evaluation of acquired images.
1 http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/
2 http://www.informatik.uni-halle.de/mitobo/nce Methods 225 (2014) 1–12
NeuriteAnalyzer2D is able to extract distinctive proﬁles of
several proteins, demonstrating its ability to extract ﬂuorescence
intensity distributions of labeled molecules along the localized neu-
rites. In particular, a distinctive proﬁle for the Zipcode binding
protein (ZBP1/IGF2BP1) was  extracted for the ﬁrst time. In addition
to basic measurements of neuronal morphology, like centerlines,
end points or branching patterns, our approach reports detailed
morphology measurements on neurites. For example, average
neurite width, number of ﬁlopodia-like protrusions (Mattila and
Lappalainen, 2008) and size of growth cone areas are extracted.
The presented method to extract proﬁles of labeled molecules is
validated by comparing the proﬁles of F-actin and ˛-tubulin to their
published distributions in neuronal cells. To validate our fully auto-
mated extraction of neuron areas we compare the detected neurons
from our approach and two other automatic tracing approaches to
neurons manually analyzed by a biomedical expert.
2.  Related work
The segmentation of elongated tube-like structures, for exam-
ple, blood vessels (Kirbas and Quek, 2004; Läthén et al., 2010),
plant roots (Erz et al., 2005) or neuronal cells (Capowski, 1983;
Ramm et al., 2003), has been a challenge in computer vision for a
long period of time. Efforts towards computer-aided segmentation
of neurons and the analysis of neuronal morphology reach back
45 years (Glaser and Van Der Loos, 1965). Numerous ﬁndings in
the ﬁelds of neurite tracing, quantitative methods of analysis and
morphology extraction have been investigated.
However, to the authors’ knowledge, no tools for spatial and
quantitative assessment of distinct biomolecules along neurites are
currently available to correlate biomolecular and morphological
changes in neurons in a fully automated manner.
Schmitz et al. present an automatic image analysis program
called SynD (Synapse Detector) to calculate the synaptic recruit-
ment of proteins of interest (Schmitz et al., 2011). The calculation
of the recruitment is only given as the ratio between synaptic and
somatic intensity. Furthermore, the program reports dendritic and
synaptic characteristics, like dendrite length as well as number of
branches and synapses. To measure the dendritic branching the
Sholl analysis is applied (Sholl, 1953). This analysis is widely used
but offers a limited sensitivity to detect differences between groups
of neurons and disregards orientation as well as topology of the
dendritic tree (Uylings and van Pelt, 2002).
Since the extraction of neuronal morphology is still a very
challenging task (Meijering, 2010), various approaches have been
published aiming at the morphology extraction of neuronal cells,
but disregarding a quantitative evaluation of molecular proﬁles. In
most cases, trace lines of neurites are extracted and overall cell
morphology is evaluated, while numerous algorithms do not over-
come the need of manual intervention, which is a major bottleneck
in efﬁcient high-content image analysis. Even if the subcellular dis-
tribution of distinct biomolecules is disregarded, a few approaches
should be mentioned, as the detection of neurons is important to
extract protein proﬁles along neurites.
NeuronJ3 (Meijering et al., 2004) and the Simple Neurite Tracer4
are two  popular tools, which provide semiautomatic tracing and
quantiﬁcation of neurites in 2D or 3D images, initialized by a man-
ual setting of seed points. Zhang et al. (2007) present a novel tracing
algorithm with automatic seed point detection. Without any user
interaction the soma areas can be detected and centerline points
of neurites are estimated. However, the complete neurite areas are
not located. Most tools aim to extract neurite morphology, such as
3 http://www.imagescience.org/meijering/software/neuronj/
4 http://ﬁji.sc/wiki/index.php/Simple Neurite Tracer
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ata about length of neurites, number of branches and spines (small
embranous protrusions), for example, Dehmelt et al. (2011), Ho
t al. (2011), Meijering et al. (2004) and Pool et al. (2008). Only
 few tools offer further measurements of neurons and neurites,
uch as the number of branching layers (layers of arborizations
rom primary neurites into secondary or tertiary branches), spine
nd growth cone shape or intensity statistics (maximum, mean and
ntegrated intensity) (Wang et al., 2010; Xu and Wong, 2006).
The  DIADEM Challenge5 (2009–2010) plays an important role
n reconstructing three dimensional neurons. The main goal of
he competition was to devise algorithmic methods for automated
euronal tracing and digital reconstructions of neurons in 3D.
inal algorithms work well on 3D images (Wang et al., 2011;
hothani et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2011; Türetken et al., 2011; Bas
nd Erdogmus, 2011), but do not work properly with 2D images
ithout workarounds, for example, creating artiﬁcial 3D images
rom 2D data.
Another promising tool for neuron tracing and reconstruction
s Vaa3D-Neuron6 (Peng et al., 2010). The tool is designed for
D images, but can also handle 2D data. In addition to manual
nd semi-automatic tracing algorithms, Vaa3D-Neuron contains
utomatic methods to trace the structure of a neuron (Peng et al.,
011). As a result, traces of the neuron structure and the complete
rea of the neuron can be obtained. However, the tool does not
erform well with our 2D image data, especially at overexposed
oma regions.
Despite the diversity of tools, most common approaches
valuate overall cell morphology, without analyzing the spatial
rrangement of distinct biomolecules within the cells. Thus we
onclude that fully automated algorithms allowing the spatial and
uantitative assessment of molecular proﬁles and neurite mor-
hologies in a correlative manner are currently not available.
.  Biological background
The asymmetric distribution of protein factors in polarized cells
ike neurons are essential to deﬁne and maintain cellular polarity
nd polarized functions (Gavis et al., 2007). In matured neuronal
ystems as well as developing neurons, the subcellular sorting of
roteins is often accomplished by the spatial arrangement of cor-
esponding mRNAs and their subsequent local translation (Mikl
t al., 2010; Tübing et al., 2010). This regulatory constraint is essen-
ial to prevent promiscuous protein activity and, thus, restricts
rotein function to speciﬁc subcellular sites. Thereby protein func-
ion or assembly of multi-protein complexes can be guided, for
xample, to synapses in matured neurons or growth cones of devel-
ping neurites. This allows for a spatiotemporal ﬁne-tuning of gene
xpression governing essential neuronal functions like growth-
one guidance during embryogenesis as well as synaptic function
n matured neurons, for instance during memory consolidation.
ne of the most prominent examples for such a regulatory mech-
nism in the neuronal system is the spatially restricted translation
f the ˇ-actin (ACTB) mRNA in developing neurons (Mikl et al.,
011). Transport and translational silencing of this mRNA are essen-
ially facilitated by members of the Zipcode binding proteins. For
BP1 it was shown that it associates with a speciﬁc region of 54
ucleotides in the ACTB-3′UTR whereby it inhibits ACTB protein
ynthesis and allows directed transport of this RNA to the growth
one of developing neurons (Ross et al., 1997; Zhang et al., 2001).
nhibition of ACTB mRNA translation by ZBP1 is abrogated upon
hosphorylation of the protein by the protein-tyrosine kinase Src.
his activation of ACTB protein synthesis is presumed to allow a
5 http://www.diademchallenge.org/
6 http://www.vaa3d.org/nce Methods 225 (2014) 1–12 3
spatially restricted increase in ACTB monomer concentration which
promotes F-actin (ﬁlamentous actin) polymerization, the driving
force of cell protrusion (Ananthakrishnan and Ehrlicher, 2007).
To analyze these processes it is essential to have high-resolution
ﬂuorescence microscopy and labeling techniques based on ﬂuo-
rescently labeled antibodies directed against speciﬁc proteins or
ﬂuorescently labeled antisense nucleotide probes hybridizing to
endogenous mRNAs.
4.  Workﬂow
The four phases of our approach are illustrated in the data ﬂow
diagram in Fig. 1. Initially a multichannel microscopy image is
given, where the nuclei and different proteins or neuronal struc-
tures of interest are labeled. To yield a suitable basis for neuron
segmentation, a maximum intensity projection (MIP) of the mul-
tichannel input image, except the nuclei channel, is computed,
representing a 2D projection of the neurons. Due  to low contrast
of neuron boundaries, the extraction of the neuron contour is a
challenging task. To solve such problems, several approaches exist,
which require an initialization near the target objects. For neuron
segmentation, we applied an active contour model, which also uses
an initialization in the neighborhood of the object. This initializa-
tion is obtained from the extraction of a coarse neuron contour
within the ﬁrst phase (Section 5.1). Subsequently, this contour is
reﬁned by an active contour model in the second phase to extract
an accurate neuron region contour (Section 5.2). This extraction
completes the automatic neuron detection.
Given this neuron cell region, during the third phase the neuron
is ﬁrst segmented into approximate soma and neurite regions. Fur-
ther analysis with a wavelet based approach localizes the origin of
each neurite and detects the different structural parts of the neuron
with higher accuracy (Section 6.1). This allows the categorization of
the neuronal structure into soma, neurite shafts and growth cones.
Subsequently, in the fourth phase the protein proﬁles are extracted,
based on the intensity distributions of the ﬂuorescence labeled pro-
teins along the previously detected neurites (Section 6.2).
5. Neuron detection
The  automatic detection of neurons is accomplished in the ﬁrst
two phases (cf. Fig. 1). The MIP  contains at least one complete neu-
ron, but also further neurons or fragments of not completely visible
neurons can be present. Neurons in the image are localized by bina-
rization and their regions are identiﬁed by component labeling.
Subsequently, active contours are applied to improve the contours
of these neurons.
5.1.  Coarse neuron contour
The  goal of the ﬁrst phase is to localize the nuclei and neuron
regions, aiming at the extraction of coarse contours of structural
intact neuron cells. In our application, ﬁxed cells are analyzed. Thus,
structurally intact as well as dead cells are present in the ﬂuores-
cence images. To exclude the later ones, we  exploit that a dead cell
does not contain an intact nucleus.
The ﬂuorescently labeled nuclei are ﬁrst detected in the nucleus
channel by applying a global Otsu thresholding (Otsu, 1979). For
neuron localization, the MIP  image is binarized using the Niblack
thresholding method, estimating mean and standard deviation in
a neighborhood centered at (x, y) (Niblack, 1986). In initial studies,
the complete image was identiﬁed as adequate neighborhood, ren-
dering the Niblack thresholding as a global threshold operation.
Following binarization, dead and not completely visible neurons
are excluded by subsequently considering only neuron regions
including at least 90% of the area of exactly one nucleus region.
4 D. Misiak et al. / Journal of Neuroscience Methods 225 (2014) 1–12
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dig. 1. Data ﬂow diagram of the automatic proﬁle extraction approach. The four phas
rotein proﬁle extraction.
Neurite fragments of the Niblack binarization are linked to the
ocated neuron regions, considering elongated regions as candi-
ates for linking. Such candidates do not overlap with nuclei regions
nd are located within a maximum distance of the neuron (cf. Fig. 2).
ubsequently, neurons that are considered as intact and complete
re selected for further analysis. The contour of each neuron is
xtracted, which provides a coarse localization of the complete
euron region. This approximation is not sufﬁcient to extract mor-
hology features and an accurate protein quantiﬁcation. However,
t is well-suited as initialization of an active contour model and is to
e improved in the second phase.
.2. Contour reﬁnement by an active contour modelActive contours are deformable models, inﬂuenced by external
onstraint and image forces. The basic idea is to match a deformable
odel to an image by means of the iterative minimization of an
nergy functional. Such models are widely used, for example, for
ig. 2. Binarized image of a neuronal cell. Components not belonging to the neu-
on are shown in black, cell fragments due to binarization are shown in red. The
dentiﬁed candidate regions (red) are linked to the neuron region (gray) based on
istance criteria. sequentially executed, resulting in a complete neuron segmentation and automatic
image segmentation, edge detection, and object tracking (Liang
et al., 2006; Shen et al., 2006; Unde, 2012). They can be represented
as an explicit model, the traditional snakes (Kass et al., 1988), or
implicitly using level set methods (Chan and Vese, 2001; Osher and
Fedkiw, 2002). In our approach snakes are used, representing the
contour as a parametric curve v(s) = (x(s), y(s)), normalized to unit
length (cf. Kass et al., 1988). The energy functional, which has to be
minimized, subsumes internal and external energy terms and con-
trols snake motion within the image domain. The internal energy
Eint(v(s)) considers, for example, length and curvature, to control
smoothness of the snake. Whereas an external energy Eext(v(s)) is
deﬁned over the image domain to guide the snake towards desired
features such as object boundaries. In general, the energy functional
of the snake is deﬁned as sum of both energies,
Esnake(v(s)) =
∫ 1
0
Eint(v(s)) + Eext(v(s)) ds . (1)
Using  the calculus of variations, the energy functional (1) is min-
imized with regard to v(s) by an iterative gradient descent method.
A numerical solution can be derived by discretizing and subse-
quently solving the resulting system of linear equations (Kass et al.,
1988).
External energies are frequently based on gradients of gray-
value images, like the negative gradient magnitude of a (Gaussian
blurred) image. A major limitation of these energies is the small
capture range and the poor convergence to boundary concavities
(Xu and Prince, 1998). In previous work (Misiak et al., 2009), we
used the gradient vector ﬂow (GVF) ﬁeld as an alternative (Xu and
Prince, 1998). This external force is based on the diffusion of gra-
dient vectors of an edge map. It is able to guide the active contour
to boundary concavities and allows for initialization far away from
the object boundary. For tubular objects like neurites, however, the
gradient is propagated from the boundary towards the center of
the tube (Bauer and Bischof, 2008; Cabuk et al., 2010; Chang et al.,
2003). Thus, the active contour converges within the neurites, due
to the contraction of the left and right boundaries to a single line (cf.
Fig. 3A). In consequence for our data we get incorrect results along
neurite regions. To overcome this problem, we propose an energy
D. Misiak et al. / Journal of Neuroscie
Fig. 3. Inverted image showing details of a detected neurite region using different
external  energies. (A) The gradient vector ﬂow ﬁeld as external energy partially
causes  the snake to move across the boundary inside the neurite and causes the
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achieved during construction of the graph. In addition, the somanake to contract to a single line. (B) An accurate localization of the neurite boundary
s achieved by using the distance based external energy.
ased on a distance transformation that ensures a large capture
ange as well as a correct localization of the object boundary.
The  purpose of the new energy is to deﬁne a map  of distances
y calculating the distance of each pixel in the image to all fore-
round regions. Hence, this energy term drives the snake along the
istances of the transformation towards the object boundary. No
moothing of object boundaries occurs, but an exact localization of
he contour is an indispensable prerequisite.
The MIP  gray-value image provides the basis for the distance
ap calculation. The MIP  image is ﬁrst binarized as follows:
.  a median ﬁlter (5 × 5) is applied,
. the gradient magnitude is computed (central differences),
. a median ﬁlter (5 × 5) is applied to the gradient magnitude,
.  the ﬁltered gradient magnitude image is binarized by Otsu
thresholding,
. and the binary regions are improved by morphological closing
(5  × 5).
In  contrast to the ﬁrst phase, where we used Niblack threshold-
ng for image binarization, here we apply an Otsu thresholding. The
iblack method generates a more complete neuron binarization
ith less fragmentation suitable to extract a coarse contour enclos-
ng the entire neuron. In contrast to this, the Otsu thresholding
esults in more fragments of the neuron, but yields better local-
zation of the neuron boundary which is important in this phase of
euron detection. Potential disconnections of neurites are compen-
ated by the snake, because the neuron contour will be interpolated
t these positions. Hence, Otsu gives an advantage over Niblack
hreshold to generate a more accurate external energy.
For  the computation of the distance map  the fast Chamfer dis-
ance transformation is used (Borgefors, 1986). Using an Euclidean
istance metric, the distance transformation DEuc(x , y) ∈ R  of a
ixel (x , y) is deﬁned as
Euc(x, y) = min
(x′,y′) ∈ FG(I)
√
(x − x′)2 + (y − y′)2 , (2)
here  FG(I) denotes the foreground of the binary image I, i.e. the
euron region. Inside the neuron region, all distance values are zero.
ence the snake is moved towards the neuron contour, but tends to
ot move across the boundary to the interior of the neuron region
cf. Fig. 3B).nce Methods 225 (2014) 1–12 5
The distance map  calculated from the binary image and normal-
ized to a range of [0, 1] can directly be used as external energy in
the active contour model (1).
According to Kass et al. (1988), the internal energy Eint(v(s))
subsumes sums over the ﬁrst and second derivatives (v′(s) and
v′′(s)) of the parametric contour v(s), weighted by ˛(s) and ˇ(s).
The ﬁrst derivatives refer to the elasticity of the contour, where the
second derivatives refer to the contour’s rigidity. The weights ˛(s)
and ˇ(s) rate elasticity against rigidity and balance the internal
energy against the external energy DEuc(v(s)).
For all experiments we set ˛(s) ≡  ˛ : =0.2 and ˇ(s) ≡  ˇ : =0.0. The
step size  in gradient descent is initially set to 0.05 for all snake
control points. During minimization the value of  is individually
adapted for each point. The underlying function is deﬁned as the
square root of the external energy DEuc at the current point position
(x, y),
(x, y) =
√
DEuc(x, y) . (3)
This  adaptation of the step size  makes the contour behave
more dynamic in contrast to a ﬁxed value of  . Each control point is
moved with an energy based step size. A large external energy value
at the current control point corresponds to a larger distance to the
neuron boundary. This results in a larger value of  , whereas a small
 coincides with a small energy value. In addition, the contour is
not moved across the boundary since the step size automatically
decreases near the object boundary.
The minimization process terminates if less than 5% of the con-
trol points are moved in an iteration. In any case, the minimization
process terminates after a maximum of 120 iterations. The opti-
mization procedure completes the fully automatic detection of
neurons.
6. Morphology and protein analysis
Quantitative assessment of protein distributions along neurites
requires the extraction of intensity distributions of the stained pro-
teins along the neurites. In the third phase, ﬁrst structural parts of
the neuron, in particular the neurites, are identiﬁed. Subsequently,
in the fourth phase the intensity distributions along all neurites are
extracted to obtain a distinctive proﬁle of the protein analyzed.
6.1.  Identiﬁcation of structural neuron parts
In general, a neuron can be divided into two types of structural
parts, the soma and the neurites. A complete neurite extends from
its origin at the border of the somatic area along the neurite shaft to
the tip of the growth cone (cf. Fig. 5A). To identify these structural
parts, ﬁrst a skeleton graph is extracted to represent the skeleton
of the neuron region as a directed acyclic graph. Subsequently, the
soma region is coarsely detected, neurite origins are roughly local-
ized, and ﬁnally a wavelet based approach is used to exactly localize
the neurites and detect the neurite parts, namely shaft and growth
cone.
Based on the segmented neuron region (cf. Section 5), the skele-
ton of the neuron is extracted (Zhang and Suen, 1984) and a directed
acyclic skeleton graph is generated, allowing a convenient handling
of the skeleton. The nodes of the skeleton graph are deﬁned by
branch and end points of the skeleton, whereas the edges of the
skeleton graph are deﬁned as skeleton segments between such
nodes, containing a sorted list of skeleton pixels. The edges are
directed to point from a start point towards end points, which isof the segmented neuron region is coarsely localized by morpho-
logical opening. Fig. 4 shows the segmented soma region colored in
gray within the black segmented neuron region. A large structuring
6 D. Misiak et al. / Journal of Neuroscience Methods 225 (2014) 1–12
Fig. 4. Identiﬁcation of soma and neurites as structural neuron parts. (A) The putative soma region of the detected neuron is coarsely localized by morphological opening
with a large structuring element to eliminate non-soma regions (black) and leave a putatively coarse soma region (gray). (B) Zoom into the putative soma region, including
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che  skeleton graph of the neuron region. The edges of the skeleton graph are mark
he soma boundary (gray) are used to split the graph into subgraphs, while edges in
eurite  skeleton subgraphs. These neurite skeleton subgraphs represent the indivi
ach  neurite. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the
lement of 21 × 21 pixels is applied to eliminate non-soma regions
nd leave a putatively coarse soma region (cf. box in Fig. 4A).
Soma  and skeleton graph are used for further analysis. To local-
ze the neurite origins, only graph edges are considered which
ntersect the soma boundary (cf. Fig. 4B). To this end, the skele-
on graph is divided into multiple subgraphs by splitting the graph
t branch nodes inside the soma and consider only subgraphs with
ig. 5. (A) Binary image of a neurite (black) with the corresponding width proﬁle
blue) along the neurite skeleton from the soma to growth cone. The results from the
etection of the neuron parts are shown (red), separating the soma from the neurite
nd the neurite shaft from the growth cone. (B) Inverted image (adjusted brightness
nd contrast) showing a segmented neuron with located boundaries (red) between
he different structural parts of the neuron. (For interpretation of the references to
olor in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web  version of this article.) gray or black lines. The soma is marked with a blue polygon. Edges intersecting
he soma (black) are removed. The red nodes deﬁne the start nodes for each of the
eurites of the neuron and give the basis for localizing the start and end points of
r is referred to the web version of this article.)
an edge intersecting the soma boundary (cf. red nodes in Fig. 4B).
In the special case that no branch node is present, the single edge
is split at the intersections of this edge with the soma’s boundary.
This results in a set of skeleton graphs representing the skeletons
of the individual neurites (cf. Fig. 4B).
For exact localization of a neurite’s start and end point, the
border between soma and neurite origin as well as between neu-
rite shaft and growth cone needs to be detected. Considering the
structural parts of the neuron in our images, it is obvious that
these differ in their morphology. The somatic area is given by
a large compact region extended by elongated neurites, consist-
ing of a thin neurite shaft and a thickened terminal end, the
growth cone. Hence, to identify the different structural parts these
morphological characteristics, in particular the region width, are
exploited. We  interpret the width of the neuron region along
each skeleton graph as a 1D function and denote it as width
proﬁle. Fig. 5A shows a binarized neurite and the corresponding
width proﬁle. The slope of the proﬁle is steep at the transi-
tions between the structural parts. Accordingly, the width of the
neuron region can be used to detect the borders between the dif-
ferent structural parts, in particular between neurite shaft and
soma, and shaft and growth cone, and to ﬁnally identify the neu-
rites.
To solve this task of automatically identifying the structural
parts from the width proﬁle, we have adopted a wavelet based
approach. It is derived from centWave, an algorithm to detect fea-
tures in mass spectrometry data (Tautenhahn et al., 2008). The
algorithm aims to detect chromatographic peaks and determines
their boundaries based on 2D signals given by LC/MS raw data (liq-
uid chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry) (Tautenhahn
et al., 2008; Kuhl et al., 2011; Neumann et al., 2013). The main aim
of the centWave algorithm is to detect peaks of different width in a
chromatographic signal. Such peaks are characterized by signiﬁcant
deﬂections in the signal. centWave detects the peaks by localizing
the center and their boundaries.
Considering  the deﬂections in our width proﬁle, two signiﬁcant
peaks exist that characterize the soma and the growth cone. To
localize their boundaries and separate the neurite shaft from the
soma and growth cone we  search for positions in the proﬁle where
the slope of the proﬁle considerably changes. These positions are
given by the boundaries of the peaks related to the soma and growth
cone inside the width proﬁle.centWave  is able to detect peaks of varying width by using a
Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) on multiple scales. In gen-
eral, wavelet transforms are used to analyze signal structures by
decomposing the signal with dilated and translated wavelets.
roscience Methods 225 (2014) 1–12 7
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Fig. 6. Approximation of the protein proﬁle. The median intensity proﬁle (red) is
calculated from the set of intensity distributions. Fitting a polynomial to the median
intensity proﬁle results in the ﬁnal protein proﬁle (blue) of the analyzed protein. The
x-axis represents the length of the neurite from its origin to the tip of the growth cone
normalized to range [0, 1]. The y-axis represents the median relative ﬂuorescence
intensity  in a range of [0, 1], with regard to the integrated intensity (sum of neurite
pixel  intensities) at each length position. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web  version of this article.)
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The wavelet transform of a signal f ∈ L2(R) is then given by
f (, s) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f (t) ,s(t) dt , s ∈ R+,  ∈ R , (4)
here  ,s(t) is a family of normalized wavelets resulting from scal-
ng and translating the mother wavelet  (t) by s and  (cf. Mallat,
998). This transformation yields a matrix of wavelet coefﬁcients
f, for discrete values of  and s. A Mexican Hat wavelet (normalized
egated second derivative of a Gaussian) is used as mother wavelet,
epresenting the model peak of the centWave algorithm. In the fol-
owing the detection of the boundaries between the structural parts
f the neuron is explained in detail.
Only width proﬁles with a minimum length of 20 m (approx.
05 pixel) are considered for detection. Smaller proﬁles character-
ze ﬁlopodia-like protrusions (small protrusions of the cell surface),
hich are not considered in the protein proﬁle extraction. Each pro-
le is smoothed by a one dimensional Gaussian (smooth = 2). After
moothing, the width proﬁle is split into two parts at the center
o improve the baseline estimation in the subsequently applied
entWave algorithm. Based on the local maxima of the wavelet
oefﬁcients at each scale the centroids of the peaks and their left
nd right boundaries are determined (Tautenhahn et al., 2008; Du
t al., 2006). For every single width proﬁle, a set of peaks is returned
y centWave. Each peak detected in the proﬁle represents a bulge
long the neurite. We  are interested in the boundaries of the left-
nd right-most peaks. The right boundary (Bneurite) of the left-most
eak is used to identify the origin of the neurite, whereas the left
oundary (Bcone) of the right-most peak is used to identify the tran-
ition from neurite shaft to growth cone (cf. Fig. 5A). The positions
f the peak boundaries are calculated as
neurite = Cleft + 1.5 ∗  , (5)
cone = Cright − 1.5 ∗  , (6)
here  Cleft and Cright are the centers of the left- and right-most
eaks, and  is the parameter of the Gaussian ﬁt to these peaks. A
alue of ± 1.5 *  for boundary positions was identiﬁed as suitable
or our application.
Based  on these boundaries, the neuron is split into its struc-
ural parts. Fig. 5B shows a segmented neuron with the located
oundaries, splitting the neuron into a soma region and three neu-
ites with their neurite shafts and growth cones. The neurite to the
ight branches into two neurite arbors. The structural parts yield
he base for extracting the protein proﬁles along the neurite shafts
nd growth cones in the fourth phase.
.2. Protein proﬁle extraction
The  proﬁle of an analyzed protein is quantitatively assessed by
he extraction of the ﬂuorescence intensity along the localized neu-
ites (cf. Section 6.1). To extract the intensity distributions, each
ixel of the neurite region is linked to the closest skeleton pixel
sing a Euclidean distance metric, which is equivalent to a Voronoi
esselation of the neurite region. The centers of the Voronoi cells
re given by the skeleton points of the neurite skeleton. Based on
he average ﬂuorescence intensity of each Voronoi cell the intensity
istribution of the protein along the neurite is extracted. Finally, a
et of intensity distributions per protein is obtained by perform-
ng this analysis for all neurites. All distributions are normalized to
nit length, to account for the different lengths of the neurites. Nor-
alization is done by resampling the neurite with a ﬁxed number
f 100 sampling segments and summing up the intensities within
ach segment (integrated intensity). Subsequently, the median for
ach segment is calculated across all proﬁles for a speciﬁc protein,
ielding a median intensity distribution for each protein to remove
ariations and extract one distinctive distribution for each protein.In general the median intensity proﬁles are noisy. To get smooth
protein proﬁles a polynomial is ﬁtted to the median intensity pro-
ﬁles (cf. Fig. 6), using the Nonlinear Least Squares (NLS) (Bates and
Watts, 1988) method, implemented in R7. Second order polyno-
mials were identiﬁed as suitable for the median intensity proﬁles,
while higher order polynomials tend to overﬁtting.
7. Results and discussion
7.1.  Data
The neurons analyzed were extracted from the hippocam-
pus of E17 mouse embryo brains. Subsequently, they were
cultivated in culture medium for two days and then paraformalde-
hyde (PFA) ﬁxed and immunohistochemically stained. The nuclei
of the neuronal cells were labeled with a 4′,6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole (DAPI) blue-ﬂuorescent stain, that binds to DNA
molecules (Kapuscinski, 1995). Furthermore, ˛-tubulin protein was
stained to label the bundled microtubules that are localized in the
neurite shaft and in addition ZBP1 (Zipcode Binding Protein 1) was
stained. Both proteins were labeled via speciﬁc antibodies. To label
the growth cones with their ﬁlopodia (cell surface protrusion with
bundled actin ﬁlaments in its core), ﬁlamen-tous actin (F-actin) was
stained with phalloidin.
Images  were acquired with an epiﬂuorescence microscope
(Nikon TE2000-E) using a 60 × oil objective (NA 1.4). The size of
the images is 1000 × 1000 pixels, corresponding to a physical image
size of 191 m × 191 m with a resolution of 0.191 m × 0.191 m
per pixel. An image consists of four channels with an effective depth
of 12 bit per pixel and channel. In total a set of 60 images was ana-
lyzed, including one or two  cells and fragments of not completely7 http://www.r-project.org/
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Fig. 7. Inverted gray-value MIP image. Bright pixels indicate low ﬂuorescence inten-
sities, dark pixels indicate high ﬂuorescence intensities in the original image. The clip
shows the contour of the neuron (black) as well as the boundaries (yellow) between
the structural neuron parts (soma, neurite shafts, growth cones). The neurite traces
(green), branch points (blue dots), end points (red dots) and ﬁlopodia-like protru-
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Fig. 8. Boxplots of recall and precision resulting from comparing twenty randomly
selected  neurons with ground truth data. A small variance of recall and precision
rates  is indicated by small interquartile ranges, illustrating the overall quality of the
detection by our algorithm. In the recall plot, two  outliers are shown which result
from two neurons with thin and weak neurites.
Fig. 9. Sample segmentation result for a detected neuron area. The ﬁgure compares
expert labeling (left) and the automated segmentation result of our approach (right).
Due to low contrast boundaries and small width of some regions, the lower right
neurite and a few small ﬁlopodia-like protrusions are not correctly segmented. The
and neuronal stains as well as a range of admissible nuclear sizes.
All thresholds and parameters should be reasonable to process mul-ions (red) are also shown.
.2. Neuron detection results
The ﬁnal detection results for each image consist of the complete
euron contour from the active contour model (cf. Section 5.2),
he neurite regions and their structural parts as well as the neu-
ite trace lines (centerline along the skeleton of the neurite). Fig. 7
hows a clip of the MIP  from a multichannel ﬂuorescence image,
nverted for better visualization. The segmented neuron is shown
ith its contour in black, the soma and two neurites, where the right
eurite branches into two neurite arbors. The neurite branches
ave a length of 88.24 m (462 pixel), 127.40 m (667 pixel),
nd 71.05 m (372 pixel). Neurite trace lines are shown in green.
oundaries between the structural parts of the neuron are marked
y yellow lines. Fig. 7 also shows ten branch (blue dots) and twelve
nd points (red dots) as well as nine ﬁlopodia-like protrusions (red)
ith length ≤ 10 m (approx. 52 pixel). Additionally, the area of the
oma (342.16 m2), average width of neurite branches (0.79, 1.12,
.88 m),  growth cone areas (33.02, 68.73, 32.10 m2) and number
f ﬁlopodia-like protrusions inside the growth cone regions (2, 0,
) are obtained.
For  assessing the detection accuracy the neuron areas are con-
idered. Twenty from the total of 60 neurons were randomly
elected and manually analyzed by a biomedical expert, yielding
round truth data. Subsequently, segmented neuron regions are
ompared to the ground truth data, and recall and precision rates
re calculated.
In  Fig. 8 the recall and precision rates are presented for all eval-
ated neurons. An average median recall of 0.76 is observed with
 minimum of 0.45 and a maximum of 0.91. For precision rate we
bserve a median of 0.85 with a minimum of 0.74 and a maximum
f 0.94. The interquartile ranges of the boxplots are small, indicat-
ng a small variance of recall and precision rates. In the recall plot,
wo outliers are shown. These outliers result from thin and weak
eurites that were not correctly segmented in some parts by the
lgorithm (for explanation see below). However, compared to the
anually labeled neuron areas, the overall quality of the detection
y our algorithm is high. As an example, the clip of a segmentation
esult in Fig. 9 underlines that the detected regions coincide well
ith given ground truth data. It can be observed that some small
lopodia-like protrusions and the lower right neurite are not cor-
ectly segmented. This is due to low contrast boundaries and small
idth of these regions. In addition, the segmented soma region is
arginally larger compared to the expert labeling. This is inducedsegmented soma region is slightly larger compared to the expert labeling induced
by  perinuclear accumulation of proteins, overexposing the region of the soma. But
in general, the detected regions coincide well with given ground truth data.
by perinuclear accumulation of proteins which overexposes the
region of the soma.
To  quantitatively evaluate the neuron segmentation of Neuron-
Analyzer2D, we  compared our results with those of NeuriteTracer
(Pool et al., 2008) and Vaa3D-Neuron (Peng et al., 2010). Both are
automatic tools for neurite tracing and produce complete areas of
the detected neurons. The resulting neuron areas of all three tools
are compared with ground truth data by using the F-score. This
score is deﬁned as the harmonic mean of precision and recall
Fscore = 2 recall  · precisionrecall + precision .
The best value for the F-score is reached at 1 and the worst value
at 0.
NeuriteTracer is an ImageJ plugin for automated tracing of
dissociated cultured neurons in two dimensional ﬂuorescence
microscopy images. It requires user deﬁned thresholds for nucleitiple images. A nuclear threshold of 130 and a size range of [100,
4000] were identiﬁed as suitable. In contrast, it is not simple to
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Fig. 10. Binary regions of neuron 21. (A) Manually labeled ground truth data. (B–D) Detection results of NeuriteTracer, Vaa3D-Neuron and NeuronAnalyzer2D.
Fig. 11. F-scores of neuron areas obtained by comparing the manually labeled
ground truth data of each neuron with the results of NeuriteTracer (red), Vaa3D-
Neuron  (blue) and the presented NeuronAnalyzer2D (black). The F-score is deﬁned
as the harmonic mean of precision and recall and demonstrates that the NeuronAn-
alyzer2D  outperforms the other tools. The ﬁgure illustrates that most neurons are
better detected by our approach, except neuron number 14, showing a thin neurite
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Fig. 12. Summary of the overall F-scores for each of the three tools from comparing
twenty  randomly selected neurons with ground truth data. A mean F-score of 0.81
is observed for our NeuriteAnalyzer2D, NeuriteTracer achieves a mean F-score of
0.68 and Vaa3D-Neuron-APP1 achieves a mean F-score of 0.56. The interquartile
ranges  of the boxplots of NeuriteTracer and NeuriteAnalyzer2D are small, whichhat exhibits a very weak ﬂuorescence. Also the outliers from the recall boxplot in
ig. 8 are shown, represented by the small F-scores of neurons 14 and 39.
etermine a suitable neuronal threshold for all images. To ensure
 proper comparison we used different thresholds in range [40, 50,
 . .,  110] to detect the neurons in all test images. Hence, a value of
0 is chosen as neuronal threshold for NeuriteTracer, yielding the
ighest mean F-score (0.68) and smallest standard deviation (0.08)
or all images.
The  second tool is Vaa3D-Neuron, a module for neuron trac-
ng and reconstruction, included in the Vaa3D8 software suite for
ioimage visualization and analysis. Upon request, we received a
ersion9 including the all-path pruning (APP) algorithm for auto-
atic tracing and reconstruction (Peng et al., 2011). Parameters
ere set to default and auto-downsampling and auto-thresholding
ere enabled.
Figs.  10–12 show the results of the comparison of all three tools
ith ground truth data. In Fig. 11 the F-scores for each neuron area
re shown for NeuriteTracer (red), Vaa3D-Neuron (blue) and the
resented NeuronAnalyzer2D (black). These F-scores demonstrate
8 http://www.vaa3d.org/
9 Vaa3D-Neuron2 v2.608 (Vaa3D v2.813), Redhat/Fedora 64-bit.indicates a small variance of the scores, while a higher variance appears within the
Vaa3D-Neuron scores. Outliers are plotted as small circles.
that on average our presented approach outperforms the other
tools.
Compared to NeuronAnalyzer2D, NeuriteTracer detects neuron
14 better, whereas neurons 17, 23 and 39 are equally well detected.
For the remaining neurons,NeuriteTracer’s global image threshold
for neuronal detection appears to underperform. In some cases,
parts of the soma get lost, neurites are fragmented and often neu-
ronal regions are thickened at the soma and neurites (cf. Fig. 10B).
Neuron  number 14 is also better detected by Vaa3D-Neuron,
compared to NeuronAnalyzer2D. However, in the detection of the
remaining neurons it performs worse. Compared to ground truth
data, the detected soma regions are often larger and neurites are
fragmented or parts of them are lost (cf. Fig. 10C). A reason for this
could be the characteristics of our image data, given by overexposed
soma regions and two-dimensionality.
Fig.  12 shows boxplots of the F-scores for all three tools. For Neu-
riteTracer a mean F-score of 0.68 is observed, Vaa3D-Neuron-APP1
has a mean F-score of 0.56 and our NeuriteAnalyzer2D achieves
a mean F-score of 0.81. The interquartile ranges of the Neurite-
Tracer and NeuriteAnalyzer2D boxplots are small, indicating a
small variance of the scores, while a higher variance exists within
the Vaa3D-Neuron scores.
As  already mentioned above, on average the NeuronAnalyzer2D
performs better than NeuriteTracer and Vaa3D-Neuron. An excep-
tion are the neurons 14 (cf. Fig. 13A) and 39 (cf. Fig. 13B), which are
also apparent as outliers in the boxplot (cf. Fig. 12). A closer exami-
nation shows that these false detections occur on very long and thin
10 D. Misiak et al. / Journal of Neuroscience Methods 225 (2014) 1–12
F nalyzer2D. (A, B) Outlier neurons 14 and 39 are shown. False detections along the neurites
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Fig. 14. Inverted gray-value images of neurites, cropped at the soma region. The
boundaries (red lines) between the structural neuron parts are obtained applying
the  extended wavelet based approach. Elongated or misshaped growth cones of
neurites lead to a premature cutting of neurite shafts (right boundary in A and B).
F
c
T
iig. 13. Inverted gray-value image of detected neuron contours (black) by NeuronA
ccur  due to weak ﬂuorescence stains. (C) Completely detected area of neuron 31.
eurites that exhibit a weak ﬂuorescence. Such structures contain
ess stained proteins, which are also spread over a long distance. As
 result, such structures show a weak ﬂuorescence and frequently
nhomogeneous stained regions (cf. Fig. 13A and B). Thus, certain
reas of these neurites are better detected than others and some
rrors in detection occur. But in general, our NeuronAnalyzer2D is
ble to detect long and thin neurites as shown in Figs. 9 and 13C.
.3.  Proﬁle extraction results
In Fig. 14 boundaries separating the different structural parts
f a neuron are shown. These boundaries are obtained from the
xtended wavelet based approach (cf. Section 6.1). All images show fragment of the soma on the left side and two boundaries (red
ines), separating the soma from the neurite and the neurite shaft
rom the growth cone. It can be seen that the soma and neurite
eparation works well (cf. Fig. 14A–C), whereas the separation of
ig. 15. (A) Extracted protein proﬁles for F-actin, ˛-tubulin, and ZBP1 (from left to right) 
orresponding protein. The blue lines show the polynomial interpolation of the median 
he  images show the protein distribution along this neurite (from left to right: F-actin, 
ndicate low ﬂuorescence intensities, whereas pixels scaled to 255 indicate high ﬂuoresce(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
using the present approach. The red lines show the median intensity proﬁle of the
intensity proﬁle. (B) Inverted images of one sample neurite using a ﬁre-color LUT.
˛-tubulin, and ZBP1), according to the extracted proﬁles in (A). Pixels scaled to 0
nce intensities.
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eurite shaft and growth cone can vary. This mainly depends on the
hape of the growth cone, whereby elongated or misshaped cones
ead to a premature cutting of the neurite shaft (cf. Fig. 14A and B).
ased on the located structural parts, protein proﬁles are extracted.
The proﬁle extraction results in median intensity distributions
nd corresponding polynomial interpolations, yielding a distinct
istribution for each protein analyzed. In Fig. 15A the extracted
edian intensity proﬁles and corresponding polynomial interpo-
ations are shown for F-actin, ˛-tubulin, and ZBP1. To validate our
xtraction method, the proﬁles of F-actin and ˛-tubulin are com-
ared to published distributions. From the literature, for example,
ent and Gertler (2003), Lowery and Vactor (2009) and Spooner
nd Holladay (1981), it is known that growth cone motility and
rotrusion depend on actin, in particular F-actin, dynamics. There-
ore, F-actin is mainly located in the growth cone periphery. The
mount of F-actin is large in the tip of the growth cone and low along
he neurites. Microtubules are transported from the cell body into
eurites for structuring and elongation of neurites. Consequently,
-tubulin is enriched in neurite shafts, whereas ˛-tubulin is rarely
bserved in the growth cone periphery.
As can be seen from Fig. 15 the extracted proﬁles of F-actin
Fig. 15A, left) and ˛-tubulin (Fig. 15A, middle) correspond well
ith these experimental ﬁndings. The concentration of F-actin pro-
ein decreases along the neurites, compared to the soma, while
-actin is enriched in the growth cones. Opposed to this, ˛-tubulin
oncentration decreases from the soma along the neurites to the
rowth cones, and only a small amount of ˛-tubulin is located
nside the growth cones. These results underline the suitability of
ur approach for quantitative assessment of protein proﬁles.
For  ZBP1, Fig. 15A (right) shows that it is mainly localized in
he soma and growth cone regions. Along the neurites the amount
f ZBP1 decreases, while the terminal amount of ZBP1 is smaller
han the amount at the origin near the soma. The three images in
ig. 15B show the distributions of the stained proteins along one
ample neurite in comparison to the extracted proﬁles in Fig. 15A.
.  Conclusion
This paper presents a new integrated approach for the fully auto-
ated extraction of protein proﬁles along automatically extracted
eurites in ﬂuorescence microscopy images. Thus, our approach
as the unique feature that allows one to assess the distribution of
abeled proteins inside neurites in a spatial and quantitative manner
hat allows conclusions regarding relationships between the spa-
ial arrangement of proteins together with morphological changes
f the cells.
The  approach uses active contour models for segmentation of
eurons and performs a wavelet based identiﬁcation of structural
euron parts. It has proven successful in neuron detection as well
s in the extraction of protein proﬁles along neurites. A distinctive
roﬁle of ZBP1 was acquired that shows, for the ﬁrst time, how the
rotein is distributed in primary hippocampal neurons.
In  general, the analysis of neuronal morphology together with
uantitative measurements of neurite associated proteins will
llow new ﬁndings in biomedical research. Beyond that, our
pproach can be used to characterize morphological and biomolec-
lar changes in neurons due to stress or inﬂuence of other
olecular stimuli. The detection of structural neuron parts offers
ew options for investigating the impact of proteins on morpho-
ogical changes in neurite or growth cone shapes.
In contrast to other tools, our approach offers important novel
eatures in the ﬁeld of morphology and structure analysis for
iomedical investigations. Fully automated analysis of a large
umber of images enables high-content analysis, while the tool
an easily be used by scientists without prior image processingnce Methods 225 (2014) 1–12 11
experience. A small number of conﬁguration parameters permits
an unbiased and rapid quantiﬁcation.
In the future, we aim to adapt this approach for growth cone
motility analysis with regard to neurite turning and growth cone
guidance (Gomez and Zheng, 2006; Mai  et al., 2009). This would
allow investigations regarding shape and orientation changes
under deﬁned conditions, for example, neuronal stimuli acting as
attractive or repulsive signals. Furthermore, the approach will be
extended for joined analysis of living cells to offer population and
cell differentiation analysis over time, based on environmental con-
straints.
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